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Abstract4

Autism is a highly heritable neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by heterogeneous cognitive, behav-5

ioral and communication impairments. Disruption of the gut-brain axis (GBA) has been implicated in6

autism, with dozens of cross-sectional microbiome and other omic studies revealing autism-specific profiles7

along the GBA albeit with little agreement in composition or magnitude. To explore the functional architec-8

ture of autism, we developed an age and sex-matched Bayesian differential ranking algorithm that identified9

autism-specific profiles across 10 cross-sectional microbiome datasets and 15 other omic datasets, including10

dietary patterns, metabolomics, cytokine profiles, and human brain expression profiles. The analysis uncov-11

ered a highly significant, functional architecture along the GBA that encapsulated the overall heterogeneity12

of autism phenotypes. This architecture was determined by autism-specific amino acid, carbohydrate and13

lipid metabolism profiles predominantly encoded by microbial species in the genera Prevotella, Enterococ-14

cus, Bifidobacterium, and Desulfovibrio, and was mirrored in brain-associated gene expression profiles and15

restrictive dietary patterns in individuals with autism. Pro-inflammatory cytokine profiling and virome asso-16

ciation analysis further supported the existence of an autism-specific architecture associated with particular17

microbial genera. Re-analysis of a longitudinal intervention study in autism recapitulated the cross-sectional18

profiles, and showed a strong association between temporal changes in microbiome composition and autism19

symptoms. Further elucidation of the functional architecture of autism, including of the role the microbiome20

plays in it, will require deep, multi-omic longitudinal intervention studies on well-defined stratified cohorts21

to support causal and mechanistic inference.22

Introduction23

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) encompasses a broad range of neurodevelopmental conditions defined by24

heterogeneous cognitive, behavioral and communication impairments that manifest early in childhood [1]. To25

date, over a hundred genes have been identified as putatively associated with ASD, with some genotypes now26

having a standardized clinical diagnosis [2]. However, most of the genetic variants are still associated with27

heterogeneous phenotypes, making it difficult to identify molecular mechanisms that might be responsible for28

particular impairments [3]. Some studies have also looked at the presence of abnormalities in different brain29

regions in children with ASD [4, 5]. However, whether such neuroanatomical features could mechanistically30

determine autism, and whether environmental factors could induce analogous ASD-like symptoms, remains31

unresolved [1].32

In addition to risk factors, one comorbidity that has been linked to ASD with high confidence is the33

occurrence of gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms, such as constipation, diarrhea, or abdominal bloating, but34

causal insights remain elusive [6, 7, 8]. Mechanistically, much research has been focused on the interplay35

between the GI system and processes controlled by the neuroendocrine, neuroimmune, and autonomous36

nervous systems, all of which converge around the GI tract and together modulate the gut-brain axis (GBA)37

[9, 10, 11].38

The GBA facilitates bidirectional communication between the gut and the brain, contributing to brain39

homeostasis and helping regulate cognitive and emotional functions [9, 12]. Over the past decade, research40

on the factors modulating the GBA has revealed the central role played by the gut microbiome—the trillions41

of microbes that colonize the gut—in regulating neuroimmune networks, modifying neural networks, and42

directly communicating with the brain [13]. Dysregulation of the gut microbiome and the ensuing disruption43

of the GBA are thought to contribute to the pathogenesis of neurodevelopmental disorders including autism,44

but the underlying mechanisms and the extent to which the microbiome explains these dynamics is still45

unknown [14, 15, 16, 17].46

Several dozen autism gut metagenomics studies have revealed many, albeit inconsistent, variations in47

microbial diversity in individuals with ASD compared with neurotypical individuals [18, 19, 17]. Similarly,48

metagenome-based functional reconstructions and metabolic analyses have also shown strong, albeit incon-49

clusive differences between ASD and neurotypical individuals [20, 21, 22]. Comparative analyses at other50

omic levels have further shown little agreement across studies [23] raising the question of whether the re-51

sults obtained so far reflect intrinsic biological differences among cohorts, insufficient statistical power, or52

experimental biases that preclude meaningful comparisons [24].53

A wide range of factors could explain the disagreement across studies, including confounding variation54

due to batch effects, the application of inappropriate statistical methodologies, and the vast phenotypic55

and genotypic heterogeneity of ASD. Batch effects can be caused by many factors including misspecified56

experimental designs, technical variability, geographical location, and demographic composition, and several57

algorithms have been proposed to correct for them, but a lack of standardized statistical methods further58

complicates interpretation [25, 26, 27, 28]. Microbiome datasets, like other omic datasets, are compositional,59

and failure to account for the compositional nature of sequencing counts can lead to high false positive and60

false negative rates when identifying differentially abundant microbes [29, 30, 31]. Microbiome analysis in61

ASD is further confounded by the phenotypic and genotypic heterogeneity of the disorder, which is known to62

be critical for stratifying ASD subtypes and constructing reliable diagnostics but is typically not measured63

or controlled for [32, 33, 1].64

Understanding functional architecture—the network of interactions among different omic levels that65

determines individual phenotypes—of complex neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism, requires an66

accurate and comprehensive characterization of the different omic levels contributing to it [34]. Traditionally67

focused on the human genomic, metabolic, and cellular components of phenotype determination, mounting68

evidence of the role the GBA plays in phenotype determination through bidirectional modulatory mechanisms69

raises the need for considering the metagenomic and metabolic contributions of the microbiome as potential70

key components of the functional architecture of autism [35, 36].71
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To identify autism-specific omic profiles while reducing cohort-specific confounding factors, we have72

devised a Bayesian differential ranking algorithm to estimate a distribution of microbial differentials, or73

relative log-fold changes, [31] across multiple potential ASD subtypes implicit in 25 omic datasets (Table 1).74

A key feature of this approach was to match individual study participants by sex and age within each study75

to adjust for confounders in childhood development and cohort-specific batch effects. The preponderance of76

autism among males is well documented and several potentially sex-dependent mechanisms to explain this77

phenonmenon have been proposed [37]. Furthermore, the development of the microbiome during childhood78

is a hallmark of microbiome dynamics in the human gut [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Our analysis provides insights79

into the complexity of the interplay among multiple omic levels in ASD, highlights the inherent limitations80

of cross-sectional studies for understanding the functional architecture of autism, and provides a framework81

for further studies aimed at better defining the causal relationship between the microbiome and other omic82

levels and ASD.83

Results84

The structure of our analysis consisted of a multi-cohort and multi-omic meta-analysis framework that al-85

lowed us to combine independent and dependent omic data sets in one integrated analysis [43, 44]. To86

minimize issues of compositionality and sequencing depth [45], we modeled overdispersion using a negative87

binomial distribution for modeling sequencing count data [46] (Box 1 “TACKLING METAGENOMIC UN-88

KNOWNS”). Our differential ranking approach incorporated a case-control matching component consisting89

of individually pairing ASD children with age- and sex-matched neurotypical control children within each90

study cohort, allowing us to adjust for confounding variation and batch effects (Supplemental methods). Fi-91

nally, we cross-referenced the 16S–based microbial differential ranking analysis from eight age-sex matched92

cohorts against 15 other omic datasets to contextualize the potential functional roles these microbes could93

play in autism (Figure 1).94

Age- and sex-matching increases informational content of cross-sectional ASD95

datasets96

97

We compared the age- and sex-matched differential ranking analysis to the standard group-averaged dif-98

ferential ranking analysis across eight out of the ten 16S studies [47, 48, 49, 21, 50, 51, 52, 53]. Age- and99

sex-matched differential analysis outperformed standard group averaging with respect to R2, and its overall100

performance strictly improved as more studies were added (Figure S1). This performance boost reflected a101

reduction in model uncertainty with larger cohorts that was indicative of overlapping differentially abundant102

taxa across studies and of reduced confounding variation.103

Global differential ranking analysis reveals a distribution of significant ASD-104

microbiome associations105

106

A global, age- and sex-matched differential ranking analysis of the eight 16S datasets selected for this study107

revealed a clear partitioning of microbial differences with respect to ASD and cohort membership (Figure108

2a, Figure S2). The distribution of the overall case-control differences showed a strong ASD-specific signal109

driven by 142 microbes more commonly found in ASD children and 32 microbes more commonly found in110

their control counterparts (Table S1). The variability observed is most likely due to confounding factors such111

as cohort demographics and geographic location, with the eight cohorts originating from Asia, Europe, South112

America, and North America. Analogous global differential ranking trends could be observed for the virome,113

shotgun metagenomics sequencing (SMS), and RNA-seq datasets (Figure S3). To determine whether these114

highly significant microbiome signals (pvalue<0.0025) could be used to distinguish ASD subjects from their115

age- and sex-matched control counterparts, we trained random forest classifiers on train/validation/test splits116

on data derived from 16S—targeted sequencing of the microbial 16S ribosomal RNA gene—and SMS—whole117

genome sequencing of microbial communities. Despite the strong microbiome effect size, we faced difficulties118

fitting generalizable classifiers. Our best classifiers had an average cross-validation accuracy of about 75%119

(Figure 2b), falling within the range of 52%–90% classification accuracy observed in previous studies [50,120

49, 54]. We suspect that the vast heterogeneity across cohorts hampered classification performance. While121

cohort size did not impact predictiability (Figure 2c), some cohorts with skewed sex ratios or age ranges did122

exhibit lower classification performance (Figure. 2d-e). In the Zurita et al. cohort, sex-specific factors could123

confound classification (four girls and 56 boys) [48], and in the Kang et al. cohort, age-associated microbiome124

development factors could hamper classification accuracy (all children were 10 years or older). In addition, all125

subjects in the Kang et al. cohort had known GI symptoms [55], further compromising classifier performance126

because none of the other studies controlled for this variable. As a result, and analogous to the phenotypic127

and genotypic heterogeneity observed in ASD, the microbiome composition of ASD children also exhibits128

high heterogeneity, precluding the identification of a homogeneous universal ASD microbial profile and the129

construction of generalizable classifiers.130

Children with ASD exhibit significant individual differences at several omic levels131

132

Differential ranking analysis of three core omic levels—microbiome (16S and SMS) and human transcriptome133

(RNAseq)—revealed strong and highly significant differences between ASD subjects and their neurotypical134
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counterparts (p-value< 0.0025) (Figure 2f; Table S2; Table S3). Two additional omic levels—the metabolome135

and the virome— didn’t show significance signals (Figure S4, Table S4). Amongst the models that yielded a136

statistically significant signal, the 16S and SMS datasets had a larger effect size than the RNAseq datasets137

(Figure 2f). While each omic dataset by itself showed strong associations with ASD, a side-by-side comparison138

of the 16S and SMS datasets—two datasets that should show high equivalence—revealed a significant lack of139

overlap between them, highlighting the outstanding challenge of batch effects in microbiome studies (Figure140

S5). The reasons for this discrepancy could be many, but most likely center around sample size—our141

study looked at eight 16S datasets versus only three SMS datasets containing 754 individuals and 166142

individuals, respectively. Another major challenge when estimating species profiles with metagenomics143

reference libraries is assigning a species identification to a read—there are many reads that do not uniquely144

map to individual species—and as a result, these multi-mapped reads can give rise to numerous false positive145

taxa [56, 57, 58, 59]. Based on this, we decided to focus primarily on the 16S datasets to define a global146

differential ranking profile.147

Sibling-matching and unrelated sex- and age-matching show significant discrep-148

ancies149

150

To determine whether sex- and age-matched differentials could be universally predictive, we compared the151

16S differentials obtained from the age- and sex-matched cohorts with two sibling-matched cohorts [60] [61].152

Interestingly, we observed a significant negative correlation between the differentials extracted from the age-153

and sex-matched cohort and the two sibling-matched cohorts, suggesting that ASD-specific microbes in the154

sibling-matched studies are enriched in the control group in the age- and sex-matched studies and vice versa155

(Fig. 2g). Permanova applied to the age-sex matched cohort revealed a strong age-confounder across cohorts156

(pvalue < 0.001), with little confounding variation due to sex (Table S5). In contrast, Permanova applied157

to these sibling-matched cohorts revealed that household is a major confounder in both cohorts (pvalue <158

0.001), but ruled out age as a confounder and indicated that sex was a confounder only in the David et al.159

cohort (pvalue < 0.001). The observed discrepancies point to different sets of confounders possibly affecting160

the analysis: in the case of the age- and sex-matched studies, family confounders aren’t typically accounted161

for, while sibling-matched studies don’t typically adjust for age confounders. In addition, and while cohorts162

such as the one studied in Maude et al. specifically control for the possibility, siblings often exhibit a higher163

risk of developing ASD compared to the general population [62].164

Host cytokine concentrations are correlated with microbial abundances165

Immune dysregulation, ranging from circulating ‘anti-brain’ antibodies and perturbed cytokine profiles to166

simply having a family history of immune disorders, has been repeatedly associated with ASD [63, 64].167

Recently, for example, Zurita et al. showed that concentrations of the inflammatory cytokine transforming168

growth factor beta (TGF-β) are significantly elevated in ASD children. We reanalyzed this dataset, after age-169

and sex-matching, and observed that microbial differentials associated with TGF-β and IL-6 concentrations170

were positively correlated with the global microbial log-fold changes between ASD and control pairs (IL-6 :171

r=-0.435, p=0; TGF-β : r=0.291, p=0) (Table S6). To validate the integrity of these microbial profiles with172

respect to the cytokine changes, we calculated the log-ratios of these microbial abundances and showed them173

to, in turn, be highly correlated with TGF-β and IL-6 concentrations (IL-6 : r=0.50, p=0.0007; TGF-β :174

r=0.45, p=0.002) (Figure 3 a-d).175

Four clusters of microbial genera—Prevotella, Enterococcus, Bifidobacteria, and Desulfovibrio—were pre-176

dominantly associated with the cytokine differentials. Partial mechanistic insights on some of these cytokine-177

microbe associations have been previously published. Both B. longum and E. faecalis have shown anti-178

inflammatory activities: B. longum downregulates IL-6 in fetal human enterocytes in vitro [65] and E.179

faecalis has been observed to upregulate TGF-β in human intestinal cells [66]. P. copri associations with180

different cytokines have also been observed in multiple disease contexts [67]. Similarly, Bifidobacteria and181

Prevotella both co-occurred with phages enriched in ASD or in neurotypical children (Figure S6, Table182

S7), but while microbes have previously been reported to mediate viral infections [68, 69], the mechanistic183

underpinnings of these interactions with the host’s immunity remain poorly understood [70, 71, 72].184

The microbiome metabolic capacity is reflective of the human brain-associated185

metabolic capacity in ASD186

187

To determine potential crosstalk between the human brain and the microbiome physiology, we compared188

the metabolic capacities encoded by the microbial metagenome—combining the individual metabolic capac-189

ities of thousands of different microbes—and the differentially expressed human genome in the brain, two190

omic levels representing entirely different biological contexts. We observed that over 100 human metabolic191

pathways differentially expressed in the brain tissues of ASD individuals had analogous microbial path-192

ways differentially abundant in the microbiome of children with ASD, suggesting a potential coordination193

of metabolic pathways across omic levels in ASD (Fig. 3e). Pathways related to amino acid metabolism,194

carbohydrate metabolism and lipid metabolism were disproportionately represented among the overlapping195

genes (Table S8).196
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The microbiome metabolic capacity reflects restrictive diet patterns in children197

with ASD198

Autistic traits in early childhood have been shown to correlate with poor diet quality later in life, however,199

little is known about how diet quality is directly linked to autistic traits [73]. Here, we re-analyzed the paired200

microbiome and dietary survey data from Berding et al.. A microbiome-diet co-occurrence analysis revealed201

startlingly similar amino acid, carbohydrate and lipid metabolism association patterns to those observed202

in the microbiome-brain metabolic capacity analysis (Table S9). Interestingly, both microbes enriched in203

ASD and in control subjects co-occurred primarily with amino acid dietary compounds (Figure 3f, Figure204

S7). Autistic children were less likely to consume foods high in glutamic acid, serine, choline, phenylalanine,205

leucine, tyrosine, valine and histidine, all compounds involved in neurotransmitter biosynthesis. Even though206

the metabolomic analysis did not yield statistically significant signals after FDR correction, the metabolites207

that showed the strongest signal included glutamate and phenylalanine, consistent with the microbiome-208

diet analysis [74, 75, 76]. Disruptions in the biosynthesis of these neurotransmitter molecules have been209

implicated in a wide variety of psychiatric disorders, and a recent blood metabolomics study has shown the210

potential of using branched chain amino acids to define autism subtypes [33]. Due to the incompatibility211

between the molecular features across datasets, it was not possible to combine any of the metabolomics212

datasets to boost the statistical power, which remains a major limitation of metabolomics technologies at213

present (see Methods).214

Differential microbial rankings show disease-specific correlations215

One major challenge in determining microbiome-disease associations is identifying correlations specific to a216

particular condition and not generally present across diseases [77, 78]. To determine how specific to ASD our217

global differential microbiome profile was, we cross-referenced it against differential ranking results obtained218

from an Inflammatory Bowel Disorder (IBD) dataset [79] and a Type 1 Diabetes (T1D) dataset [80]. IBD219

shares some comorbidities with ASD [81, 82], while no direct correlation between ASD and T1D has been220

reported to date. The analysis revealed a notable overlap between microbes enriched in ASD and IBD, and221

this overlap was stronger than both the overlap between IBD and T1D and between ASD and T1D (Figure222

S8). Whether this ASD-IBD overlap is suggestive of a common microbial profile or is confounded by the223

restrictive dietary nature of these two clinical conditions is currently unclear. Higher resolution and properly224

designed clinical studies will have to be performed to get to a mechanistic understanding of the potential225

microbiome connection between these two conditions.226

ASD microbiome profiles weaken after fecal matter transplant consistent with227

reported behavioral improvement228

While the preceding cross-sectional analyses showed significant associations among several omic levels (vi-229

rome, microbiome, immunome) or diet and ASD, insights into causality are still limited. By contrast,230

longitudinal intervention studies provide an opportunity to obtain stronger insights into causality. To test231

this, we re-analyzed data from a two-year, open label fecal matter transplant (FMT) study with 18 children232

with ASD [83]. In this study, the children were subjected to a two-week antibiotic treatment and a bowel233

cleanse followed by two days of high dose FMT treatment and eight weeks of daily maintenance FMT doses.234

Based on one of the most common evaluation scales for ASD, the Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS),235

significant improvements were achieved after the ten week course of treatment. Two months later the initial236

gains were largely maintained, and a two-year follow-up showed signs of further improvement in most of the237

patients. The results are consistent with a potential role of the microbiome in improving autism symptoms,238

but how the underlying changes in microbiome composition related to those seen in other studies remained239

unknown.240

Here, we re-analyzed the original raw data in the context of the ASD profiles revealed by our cross-241

sectional differential ranking analysis (Table S10). All microbes associated with ASD in the 18 children prior242

to the FMT treatment had been identified as ASD-associated microbes in our age- and sex-matched cross-243

sectional analysis, recapitulating 74% of the cross-sectional profile. Immediately following FMT treatment,244

the abundances of the ASD-associated microbes decreased in all 8 children (Figure 4). The two-year follow-245

up analysis revealed that all the ASD-associated microbes, mostly Enterococcaceae, continued to be depleted.246

Consistent with the findings of Kang et al., we also observed Desulfovibrio sp., and P. copri increase over247

the two year period, while Bifidobacteria sp. could be found both among depleted and enriched species and248

other Prevotella sp. were depleted, pointing to a potentially wide functional diversity within these genera249

not noted in the original study.250

Discussion251

The functional architecture of ASD, and in particular the potential role the microbiome plays in modulating252

the GBA in the context of autism, remains poorly understood due to disagreements among existing micro-253

biome and other omic studies. Our Bayesian model highlighted a distribution of highly significant microbial254

differentials obtained from individual age- and sex-pairings between children with ASD and neurotypicals,255

and parallel analyses at the immunome, human transcriptome, and dietome levels revealed strong associ-256

ations among omic levels. The virome and the direct metabolome signals, while present, were markedly257

weaker than the other omic signals. The inferred ASD-specific metabolic profiles from the microbiome and258

the human transcriptome, on the other hand, showed a high and significant degree of overlap in microbial259

and human pathways expressed in the gut and in the brain, respectively. The metabolic connection implied260

by this overlap, which included differentially enriched carbohydrate and amino acid metabolic pathways in261
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ASD, is a remarkable observation given the fundamental difference between the gut and brain physiologies,262

which would a priori suggest a reduced overlap in metabolic capacities. The microbiome-diet co-occurrence263

analysis also highlighted a reduced intake of amino acids and carbohydrates linked to specific microbiome264

profiles in ASD children. These metabolic and dietary imbalances, particularly regarding glutamate levels,265

were further apparent, albeit weakly, in the serum, fecal and urine metabolomes we analyzed. This multi-266

scale overlap we observed along the GBA points to the existence of a functional architecture of ASD driven267

by the metabolic potential at the genomic and metagenomic levels.268

While the differential distributions we determined were highly significant, the global analysis did not269

provide reliable ASD classifiers or uncover universal microbial ‘smoking guns’ linked to autism. However,270

several microorganisms consistently detected across omic levels pointed to potentially interesting functional271

connections. For example, our analysis suggested that B. longum exhibited a down-regulation of IL-6, which272

has been observed across a number of in vitro and cohort studies[84, 85]. The diet co-occurrence analysis also273

showed a strong association between P. copri and carbohydrate depletion in ASD. The population dynamics274

of P. copri have been reported to be driven primarily by carbohydrates in the diet [67]. Multiple other275

microbes, including several Bifidobacteria, Enterococcus and Desulfovibrio species, stood out in the immune276

and viral analyses. In the FMT study, the relative proportions of several Prevotella, Bifidobacteria, Desul-277

fovibrio and Enterococcus species also showed strong associations with ASD symptoms, further suggesting278

a causal role for these microorganisms in shaping autism symptoms.279

Despite our inability to determine actual metabolomic profiles at this point (see Methods), our metabolite280

analysis based on microbiome- and brain-derived metabolite inferences as well as the diet-derived metabolite281

data reveals a picture of a unifying and distinct ASD functional architecture. With the brain, the immunome282

and diet as major effectors, the multi-factorial complexity of ASD is reduced to a multi-scale set of inter-283

actions centered around human and bacterial metabolism that in turn determines phenotypic, genomic and284

metagenomic attributes via multiple feedback loops (Figure 5). The association of specific genotypes with285

ASD has been clearly established [2]; the pivotal role of the immune system in mediating the communication286

between the gut microbiome and the human brain as well as other peripheral systems is also firmly estab-287

lished [86]; further, the central role of the microbiome in mediating diet-derived nutrient mobilization has288

been extensively documented [87]; and several hard-wired feedback loops among these effectors such as the289

hypothalamus-mediated regulation of appetite and diet, have also been described [10].290

A major limitation of our meta-analysis is the lack of consistent behavioral, genotypic or electronic291

healthcare record data that would have allowed subtyping of the ASD subjects in light of environmental292

confounders. Furthermore, we cannot definitely recommend age- and sex-matching over sibling matching293

based on our analysis. Age remains a major confounding factor in early childhood microbiome development294

and controlling for this is key for understanding microbial fluctuations [88]. On the other hand, sibling-295

matching may help control environmental factors, but mostly rules out the ability to age-match subjects,296

thus potentially introducing the age confounder [89]. And while our approach revealed strong associations297

among the microbiome, other omic levels, and ASD, the vast heterogeneity in behavioral patterns and in298

genotypes is a major obstacle in constructing diagnostics and treatments for ASD symptoms [90, 32].299

Our analysis has further exposed the limitations of cross-sectional cohort studies and the need for lon-300

gitudinal intervention studies to further our understanding of the functional architecture of ASD. Building301

realistic causal models of autism needs to take into account the multi-factorial complexity underlying differ-302

ent ASD subtypes, which will require a concerted effort to simultaneously analyze several omic levels and at303

clinically relevant time scales. For instance, understanding the engraftment dynamics of FMT and its func-304

tional implications on the recipients’ gut microbiomes requires frequent initial sampling of the microbiome,305

immunome and metabolome, but tracing any behavioral changes over time requires less frequent sampling306

over periods of up to several years in combination with reliable behavioral, medical and dietary surveys307

[91, 92]. Collecting and integrating such multi-scale omic datasets presents unique logistical and analytical308

challenges.309

Managing data acquisition and access will require coordinating multiple sites and potentially centralizing310

some aspects of sample processing. Recent initiatives such as The Environmental Determinants of Diabetes in311

the Young (TEDDY) study, an international long-term, multi-center initiative to link specific environmental312

triggers to particular Type 1 diabetes–associated genotypes, provide a blueprint for similar approaches in313

ASD [93]. A key component of such an initiative would be the establishment of standardized sampling314

and processing protocols that would minimize technical confounders, one of the top confounders at most315

omic levels. For instance, our analysis showed major batch effects when comparing 16S and SMS datasets316

across cohorts (r=-0.023, p=0.48, Figure S5b) as well as within a cohort (r=0.17, p=1e-5, Figure S5b). And317

while there are extensive efforts underway to calibrate microbiome datasets [94], other omic levels such as318

the metabolome [26] present even more fundamental technical issues that make it imperative to develop319

concerted strategies to be able to include them in an integrated analysis.320

In addition to the considerable variations in statistical properties across datasets, interactions among321

omic levels are mostly underdetermined, making the construction of informative models a major challenge.322

Determining the necessary biologically relevant and unbiased assumptions is a non-trivial process and can323

inadvertently lead to model mis-specifications resulting in misleading conclusions. As pointed out recently324

for genetic, environmental and microbiome models in ASD [95, 96], addressing these issues will be critical325

to inferring causal mechanisms from population-scale studies. In addition, and given the vast heterogeneity326

of ASD, designing cohort studies that minimize confounding factor effects will be key to furthering our un-327

derstanding of autism. For example, while our analysis could not identify ASD subtypes implicated in GI328

symptoms, we have determined stronger associations between gut microbes, host immunity, brain expression329

and dietary patterns than previously reported, highlighting the potential for boosting the statistical power330

and biological insight with comprehensive omic analyses. We conclude that multi-omic longitudinal inter-331

vention studies on appropriately stratified cohorts, in combination with comprehensive patient metadata,332

provide an optimal approach to advance our understanding of the etiology of autism to the next level.333
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Methods730

Search strategy and inclusion criteria731

732

We performed a systematic search for published and/or publicly deposited or not yet published and/or733

publicly available human microbiome, metabolome, immunome, transcriptome AND autism/ASD datasets734

in several NCBI databases (PubMed, SRA, and BioProject), UCSD’s MassIVE resource, the PsychENCODE735

consortium, the American Gut Project, and from individual research groups worldwide. About half of 70+736

studies we identified were already deposited on public data repositories or were made directly available to737

us by the research groups.738

Most studies consisted of heterogenous—no genotype or phenotype stratification—ASD and neurotypical739

age- and sex-matched cohorts and had one or two datasets (microbiome [16S, shotgun metagenomic se-740

quencing (SMS)], metabolome [urine/serum/fecal], immunome [cytokines], transcriptome [RNAseq], dietary741

survey, behavioral survey) associated with them, with only a few studies having three or more omic datasets742

associated with them (Table 1). We adopted a multi-cohort and multi-omics meta-analysis framework that743

allowed us to combine independent and dependent omic data sets in one overall analysis[43, 44]. In total,744

we analyzed 597 ASD-control pairs. To reduce the batch effects and noise associated with primer choice in745

the 16S datasets, a major confounder in microbiome analyses, we restricted the 16S datasets to include only746

those targeting the variable region V4 of the bacterial ribosomal RNA, a region exhibiting higher hetero-747

geneity and lower evolution rates than other variable regions[97, 98, 99]. Our analysis included 16S datasets748

obtained targeting the V4 region exclusively, the V3-V4 region, or the V4-V5 region.749

The final metabolomic meta-analysis we present here consists of the combined analysis of only four750

independently preprocessed, normalized, and analyzed metabolomic datasets. Despite several more ASD-751

related datasets being available, the disparity in mass spectrometric technologies used to generate them,752

which results in the detection of different subsets of metabolites, precluded their side-by-side comparison753

(Table 1). For example, targeted mass spectrometry enables the precise determination of concentrations for754
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a finite number of metabolites, whereas untargeted mass spectrometry detects up to two or three orders of755

magnitude more metabolites but is compositional in nature and thus does not yield absolute abundances.756

Furthermore, batch effects due to sample-processing such as differences in reagents, sample storage and757

mass-spectrometry instruments can introduce unwanted variation in both the abundances and the detected758

molecular features [26]. One additional obstacle we encountered was the proprietary nature of many of the759

metabolomic datasets that made it impossible to access the raw data and run standardized workflows.760

Of the 40 transcriptomic datasets that were available in recount3 [100], the vast majority were obtained761

from studies with model animals, and only four of them had been obtained from postmortem processing762

of brain samples from autistic and neurotypical individuals. These four datasets collected different brain763

tissue types, including from the amygdala, the prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate and the dorsolateral764

prefrontal cortex.765

Data processing766

767

16S amplicon and shotgun metagenomics samples were downloaded from the SRA. The 16S amplicon samples768

were processed using Deblur and subsequently mapped to bacterial whole genomes captured in the Web of769

Life using Woltka[101]. This is done in order to make the amplicon data comparable to shotgun metagenomics770

data. Bacterial abundances were extracted from shotgun metagenomics samples using Woltka and Bowtie2.771

Viral abundances were extracted from shotgun metagenomics samples using GPD and BWA. RNA expression772

data were obtained directly from recount3 [100]; the four metabolomics datasets were provided by the authors.773

The approach of mapping both 16S amplicon sequences and SMS samples to a common set of microbial774

reference genome provided a consistent taxonomic annotatation between the different 16S amplicon types and775

SMS datasets. However, there are notable limitations in taxonomic resolution in all of these datasets. For776

instance, multiple Bifidobacterium species that are associated with non-human microbiomes were found in-777

cluding B. asteroides (honeybee), B. callitrichos (marmoset), B. choerinum (pig) and B. sanguine (tamarin).778

We observed that these 16S amplicons were multi-mapped across many different Bifidobacterium genomes,779

which highlights the lack of species level resolution highlighted in previous studies [102]. Similarly, taxo-780

nomic profiles obtained from shotgun sequencing are known to have elevated false positive rates taxonomic781

identifications due to high genome similarity between microbial reference genomes [59].782

To enable age- and sexmatching, a bipartite matching between ASD and neurotypical subjects was783

performed using age and sex covariates. Subjects that could not be matched were excluded from the meta-784

analysis. Amongst the 16S and SMS datasets, there were multiple longitudinal datasets. To integrate these785

datasets into the cross-sectional analysis, we only picked the first time point for each subject.786

Differential ranking analysis787

788

One of the most common approaches to evaluating microbiome and other omic studies consists of determining789

differences in the abundances of microbial taxa, human metabolites or other omic features between cases and790

controls [103]. Such differential abundance analysis is typically performed by computing the log fold changes791

between the case and control groups[104, 46, 105]. However, confounders such as sex-, age-, and geography-792

related batch effects, compositionality, high-dimensionality, over-dispersion, and sparsity, prevented a reliable793

estimation of differential abundances and thus compromised the side-by-side comparison of these differential794

abundances across studies in the manner of a traditional meta-analysis [106, 107]. Here, we set out to795

overcome these inherent limitations of traditional meta-analyses by developing a generalizable approach796

for controlling for select confounders that would help reveal a comprehensive picture of ASD-specific omic797

signals.798

To minimize confounder effects, we developed a Bayesian differential ranking algorithm that used bipar-799

tite matching to optimize the age- and sex-based pairing of ASD and control subjects within each dataset.800

This approach helped both control for potential age and sex confounders and minimize batch effects such as801

sample collection method, sample processing protocol, and geographical provenance [108]. These Bayesian802

models were fitted via MCMC using Stan [109]. Conceptually, this allowed us to compute log-fold change803

differences of microbes between age- and sex-matched subjects, but because we did not have absolute abun-804

dance information we could only estimate this log-fold change up to a constant [31] (Supplemental methods).805

To determine if there was a significant difference between the age- and sex-matched pairs, we constructed an806

effect size metric utilizing our model’s uncertainty estimation (see Supplemental methods for more details).807

To show that this model is relevant for biological data, we built a simulation benchmark using the 16S count808

data. Specifically, we fitted the Bayesian model on the 16S cross-sectional cohort, and simulated microbial809

counts based on those estimated parameters. We showed that the ground truth log-fold changes across all810

of the microbes are within the 95% credible intervals estimated by our algorithm. When we evaluated our811

Bayesian model fit on the 16S, SMS and RNAseq datasets, our models fits achieved Rhat values below 1.1812

and ESS values above 300, indicating that the draws from the posterior distribution are reliable [109].813

To identify microbes that were ASD-specific or neurotypical specific, we fitted a Gaussian mixture model814

on top of the estimated log-fold changes, binning the taxa into three different groups, those taxa hypothesized815

to be more abundant in neurotypical controls, those more abundant in ASD children and those that are816

equally prevalent in both groups, or are “neutral”.817

This strategy was inspired by the work done with ANCOM-BC [110]. The major difference in our ap-818

proach compared to ANCOM-BC is that our approach assumes a negative binomial distribution for modeling819

counts and allows for Bayesian model uncertainty quantification. The reference frame in the cross-sectional820

analysis refers to the average abundance of the microbes that are categorized as neutral in Figure 1a. These821

same microbes were used to construct a reference frame in the FMT analysis to standardize all of the time822
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points. The FMT analysis used the same matching strategy, but instead of matching on age and sex, the823

matchings were performed on the subjects to compare different time points.824

The heatmap shown in Figure 1 displayed the log-fold changes for each case-control pair. To do this, a825

robust CLR transform was performed and all zeros were imputed to the mean abundance for visualization826

purposes. The case-control log-fold changes were computed for each pair as highlighted in Figure S7.827

Other methods828

829

We fitted Random Forests models on nine 16S datasets and on three SMS datasets. We randomly split the830

samples into 90/10 training and test splits, performed a 10-fold cross-validation on the training datasets to831

obtain optimal model parameters, and computed predictions on the held-out test dataset. PERMANOVA832

with Bray-Curtis distances was used to determine if confounding variation due to household, age and sex833

were statistically significant in the sibling cohorts.834

We used MMvec [111] to perform the diet-microbe co-occurrence analysis. Here, microbes were used to835

predict dietary intake. This analysis enabled the estimation of conditional probabilities, namely the probabil-836

ity of observing a dietary compound given the microbe was already observed. To estimate these conditional837

probabilities, MMvec performs a matrix factorization, identifying the factors that explain the most infor-838

mation in these interactions. We compared the MMvec microbial factors against the cross-sectional log-fold839

changes. We then compared the MMvec dietary factors against t-statistics that measure the differences in840

dietary compounds between ASD and neurotypical children.841

To identify candidate viral-microbe interactions, we ran MMvec on each of the SMS datasets. We then842

pulled out the top co-occurring viral taxa for each microbe that had a conditional log-probability greater843

than 1, amounting to 78580 microbe-viral interactions. Then we filtered out the microbe-viral interactions844

that were not present in the GPD [70], leaving 31276 microbial-viral interactions.845

We used Songbird [31] to perform the cytokine-microbe analysis via a multinomial regression that used846

the cytokines to predict microbial abundances. We reported biased microbial log-fold changes with respect to847

cytokine concentration differences. Pearson correlation was used to determine the agreement between the 16S848

cross-sectional microbial differentials and the microbe-cytokine differentials. To directly link these microbial849

abundances to the cytokine concentrations, we computed log-ratios, or balances, of microbes for each sample.850

For example, for IL-6 the numerator consisted of the top 30 microbes that are estimated to increase the most851

in abundance when IL-6 concentration increased, and the denominator consisted of the bottom 30 microbes852

which are estimated to be the most decreased when IL-6 concentration increases. Once these partitions are853

defined, the balances for each sample are computed by taking the log-ratio of the average abundance of the854

numerator group and the denominator group. See Morton et al 2017 for more details behind balances [112].855

Pearson correlation between these balances and the cytokine concentrations are then computed to measure856

the agreement between the microbial abundances and the cytokine concentrations.857

To identify key microbial genes, we performed a comparative genomic analysis in which we binned858

the microbial genomes into those associated with ASD and those associated with control subjects. Using a859

binomial test, we were able to determine if a particular gene was more commonly observed in ASD-associated860

microbes than by random chance. Significant microbial genes and RNA transcripts were subsequently861

mapped to KEGG pathways. To directly compare the two contrasting omics levels and gauge metabolic862

similarity, we retrieved all the molecules involved in both the microbial and human pathways and calculated863

their intersection. Since the metabolomics datasets were not directly comparable, we performed Wilcoxon864

tests on age- and sex-matched metabolomics samples within each cohort separately. While our analysis865

revealed multiple metabolites that were below the 0.05 p-value threshold, none of these metabolites passed866

the FDR corrected threshold.867

Software Availability868

869

Software implementation of our Bayesian age-sex matched differential ranking algorithm can be found at870

https://github.com/flatironinstitute/q2-matchmaker871

We want to acknowledge Matplotlib [113], Seaborn [114], Scipy [115], Numpy [116], Xarray [117], Arviz [118],872

Scikit-learn [119], biom-format [120] and Scikit-bio [121] for providing the software foundation that this work873

was built upon.874
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Tables and Figures875

Figure BOX 1: TACKLING METAGENOMIC UNKNOWNS
Metagenomic sequence data present unique quantification challenges due to a lack of total microbial load mea-
surements, which precludes the determination of absolute microbe abundances, and to limitations brought
about by sampling and sequencing depth limitations, which result in an incomplete representation of the
metagenome. We devised a Bayesian differential ranking algorithm to address both these challenges, the
compositional challenge and the zero-inflation challenge.
The compositional challenge: Most sequencing count datasets lack absolute abundance information in
the form of cells, colony forming units, or transcripts per volume. This limitation preempts the reliable es-
timation of log fold changes and is a defining characteristic of compositional data that can lead to excessive
false positives or false negatives depending on the magnitude of the change in absolute abundances [31, 45].
As illustrated in panels a) through c), microbial counts (a) are typically converted into proportional abun-
dances (b) that are then used to compute log-fold ratios. Fold change calculations adopt the general formula
B
A = NBpB

NApA
= pB

pA
× NB

NA
, where A and B represent the two samples being compared, pA and pB represent

the microbial proportions in A and B, and NA and NB represent the total number of microbes in A and B,
also known as the ground truth. A key limitation of sequencing count data is their lack of proportionality
to the corresponding absolute abundances in the original samples due to sequencing depth constraints [122].
Our inability to observe NA and NB introduces a bias that ultimately prevents us from performing FDR
correction to identify differentially abundant microbes [123]. This bias depends on the change in microbial
population size, with large population shifts leading to increased false positive and false negative rates, and
an overall skewed representation of the ground truth (c).
The zero-inflation challenge: Sampling errors and shallow sequencing lead to disproportionately high
numbers of zero counts, especially for microbes present in low abundances (d). Multinomial, Poisson and
Negative Binomial distributions have been used to explicitly handle zero counts [46]. However, estimating
log-fold differentials remains problematic when microbes are not observed in any of the samples in one group
since log 0 is −∞ and thus the true log-fold change of a zero-count microbe can not be determined (e).
Bayesian inference avoids this problem by introducing a prior that prevents nonsensical log-fold change es-
timates (f). Specifically, this introduces a rounded-zero assumption whereby all microbes have a non-zero
chance of being observed. Panel h highlights what these log-fold changes would look like using a Dirichlet
prior, where every microbe has the same probability of being observed before collecting data.
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Organism Body type Data type
Num
Studies

Num
Subject
pairs

References

Human
Postmortem
brain tissue

RNAseq 4 49
(Velmeshev et al. 2019; Wright
et al. 2017; Herrero et al. 2020)
SRP072713

Human Serum
Immune
markers

1 22 (Zurita et al. 2020)

Human Serum Metabolome 2 50
(Needham et al. 2021; Kuwabara
et al. 2013)

Human Urine Metabolome 1 26 (Noto et al. 2014)

Human NA
Dietary
survey

1 26 (Berding and Donovan 2019)

Human NA
Behavioral
survey

1 28 (Kang et al. 2019)

Microbial Fecal Metabolome 2 43
(Needham et al. 2021; Kang et al.
2018)

Microbial Fecal 16S amplicon 10 346

(Berding and Donovan 2019; Zu-
rita et al. 2020; Dan et al. 2020;
J. Zhu et al. 2021; Fouquier et al.
2021; Zou et al. 2020; Kang et al.
2019, 2017; Son et al. 2015; David
et al. 2021) SRP299486

Microbial Fecal
Shotgun
metage-
nomics

3 83
(Averina et al. 2020; M. Wang et
al. 2019; Dan et al. 2020)

Table 1: ASD omic datasets included in this study All sequencing datasets were retrieved from the SRA.
[124].
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Figure 1: The structure of our meta-analysis across multiple omics levels. For Figure 2, microbial differential
abundance on 16S data from age-sex matched cohorts was cross-referenced against sibling matched cohorts
and SMS data from other age-sex matched cohorts. For Figure 3, these same 16S microbial differential
abundances were cross-referenced against cytokine profiles, dietary surveys and pathways from RNAseq.
For Figure 4, the differentially abundant microbes from the age-sex matched analysis was cross-referenced
against the Kang et al FMT trial.
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Figure 2: Differential ranking analysis across omics levels. (a) Global microbial 16S log-fold changes between
age- and sex-matched ASD and control individuals. Error bars represent the 95% credible intervals. Heatmap
showing all CLR transformed microbial differentials for each age- and sex- matched ASD-control pair across
all cohorts. (b-e) Held-out random forests ASD classification accuracy, sample size, male:female ratio and
age distributions across all 16S and shotgun metagenomics datasets analyzed in this study. V3-V4, V4,
and V4-V5 refer to the variable region of the bacterial ribosomal RNA analyzed; SMS refers to shotgun
metagenomic sequencing. (f) Effect sizes of different omics levels: viral, 16S, SMS, and RNAseq. (g)
Comparisons of sibling-matched differentials from two different studies to the global age- and sex-matched
differentials.
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Figure 3: Characterizing the associations between differentially abundant microbes in ASD and cytokines,
gene expression in the brain, and dietary patterns. (a-b) Comparison of microbial differentials obtained from
age- and sex-matching and cytokine analysis. LFC denotes log-fold change of microbial abundances with
respect to a specific cytokine. (c-d) Microbial log-ratios constructed from 30 top and bottom most differ-
entially abundant microbes corresponding to each cytokine. (e) Heatmap showing the overlap of molecules
between ASD-enriched pathways in the microbiome and in the brain. (f) Co-occurrence analysis between
diet and microbes in ASD.
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Figure 4: Fecal matter transplants have long-lasting effects on autism gut microbiomes. (a) The improvement
of CARS for each ASD child over time. The children are split into 3 groups, non-ASD, mild/moderate and
severe based on whether their CARS score fell below 30, between 30-37 or greater than 37 (b) Microbial
log-fold changes over time: the time series was generated by calculating log-fold changes between time points
for each microbe. ASD-specific microbes highlighted in red were determined in the cross-sectional study.
(c-f) Microbial log-fold changes are re-colored with genera highlighted in cytokine comparisons.
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Figure 5: Proposed functional architecture of ASD Hypothesized causal graphs underlying relevant omic
levels along the GBA in ASD, and experimental considerations for future studies. Blue arrows denote causal
direction, red arrows indicate feedback loops and green arrows indicate measurable data types.
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Supplemental Materials876

Figure S1: Benchmarks. (a) Comparison of age- and sex-matching approach compared to standard group
averaging with respect to dataset size across 7 of the 10 16S studies (excluding Kang et al, David et al and
Son et al). (b) Number of samples analyzed. The x-axis represents the number of aggregated datasets, the
y-axis on the left panel is the average R2 metric to measure the model error, and the y-axis on the right
panel is the number of samples in the aggregated dataset. (c) Differential abundance estimation derived
from a simulated datasets modeled from the cross-sectional cohort from the 8 16S datasets.
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Figure S2: Phylogenetic visualization of microbes with respect to the differentials computed from 16S and
SMS differentials. Microbes that were annotated as viral hosts were also highlighted. The phylogenetic
visualization was generated using Empress [125].
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Figure S3: Global differential ranking trends observed for the virome, 16S, SMS, and RNAseq datasets
analyzed in this study. The x axis for the virome, 16S and SMS datasets is equivalent to showcase the
differences in feature counts; the x axes for the RNAseq dataset is larger by a factor of 10, illustrating the
stark difference in number of features of this dataset compared to the other three.
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Figure S4: Metabolomics differential ranking analysis across four studies. Paired t-tests were performed
to identify differentially abundant metabolites. The metabolites shown in Needham et al consist of both
fecal and serum metabolites. None of the metabolites had significant log-fold changes after applying FDR
correction.

Figure S5: Comparison of log-fold changes computed from 16S and SMS. (a) Comparison of differentials
obtained from 16S and SMS on the cross-sectional datasets. (b) Comparison of differentials obtained from
16S and SMS on the same samples from Dan et al.
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Figure S6: Microbe-viral co-occurrence network estimated using MMvec. Microbes are colored red and
viruses are colored blue. Edges are drawn between microbes and viruses if they are highly co-occurring and
the interaction was annotated in GPD.

Figure S7: Principal components analysis of microbe-diet interactions. The top principal component explain-
ing the variation in the microbe-diet co-occurrences is compared against the (a) microbial log fold change
and (b) dietary differences computed from a t-statistic. Dietary compounds that are significantly significant
before FDR correction are highlighted in red.
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Figure S8: Comorbidity analysis. The number of taxa in common between diseases from differential ranking
analysis are shown, with a focus on the intersections between ASD, IBD and T1D.

Table S1: Table of statistics for 16S differentials, including mean log-fold change, standard deviation log fold
change, 95% credible intervals and taxonomy for each microbe.

Table S2: Table of statistics for SMS differentials, including mean log-fold change, standard deviation log
fold change, 95% credible intervals and taxonomy for each microbe.

Table S3: Table of statistics for RNAseq differentials, including mean log-fold change, standard deviation
log fold change, 95% credible intervals and taxonomy for each transcript.

Table S4: Table of statistics for viral differentials, including mean log-fold change, standard deviation log
fold change, 95% credible intervals for each virus.

Table S5: Permanova breakdown of sibling matched cohorts looking at the confounding variation due to age,
sex and household.

Table S6: Microbial log fold changes due to cytokine differences, including mean log-fold change for each
cytokine.

Table S7: Microbe virus co-occurrences, where entries represent the centered log-probability of a microbe
and a virus both present for a given sample

Table S8: A list of paired microbe and human pathways in addition to the number of overlapping metabolites

Table S9: Microbe diet co-occurrences, where entries represent the centered log-probability of a microbe and
a dietary compound both present for a given subject.

Table S10: Microbial log fold changes between paired time points across all of the subjects in the FMT
study.
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